The ability to smell and judge was deduced from the word in Is 11:3: r'7m usually translated 'and his delight', but taken by Rava to mean 'he will judge by the scent.'` This is a curious account, for three reasons. First, Bar Kokhba was killed by the Romans in the eighteenth year of Hadrian (= AD 134/135) in his last stand at a fortress near Jerusalem (Eusebius h.e. 4,6,3). There is no other account of his being put to death by Jewish judges or even by Jewish enemies taking the law into their own hands.
Secondly, there is no other account of a messianic pretender's saying, 'I am the Messiah', except perhaps in Mark 14:62, but there the longer text of O family 13 472 565 700 1071 1542 2542' arm Origen is likely to be correct: av d1tac; 6xi 67co Elji. Further, there is no other account of Bar Kokhba's claiming to be the Messiah. Akiba said he was the Messiah (jtaan. 68d), and the giving to him of the name Son of a Star was a claim by Akiba and others of his followers that he was the Messiah (Numb 24:17). They were playing on his real name 7D. Eusebius tells that the rebel leader relied on his name in dealing haughtily with many of his fellow Jews 'as though indeed ' Ephraim E. Urbach, The Sages: 7heir Concepts and Beliefs (Translated from the Hebrew by Israel Abrahams; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1979) vol. I, 674; vol. II, 999, n. 83. he was come from heaven to them as a light,' but Eusebius does not say that he said in words, 'I am the Star from heaven'; on the contrary, Eusebius reports that he said it in deeds: in't 8i Tp npoo-nyopia ... roc; 6fi Èç ovpavov cpoo(jTI1P aoxoiq icpaiEVOp.cvo5 (Eusebius h.e. 4,6,2).
Thirdly, the court did not execute the man it was trying until it had tested his claim to judge by scent. It looks as though the claim, 'I am the Messiah', was taken as a capital offence, and that the only thing standing in the way of execution was checking whether or not God had openly endorsed the claim that he was the Messiah by giving him the power to judge by scent.
How would judging by scent be tested? Presumably the test would consist of blindfolding the prisoner and then testing whether or not he could smell the moral status of those who signalled their presence to him; if a notorious sinner touched him, he would know he was such, and if a righteous man touched him he would discern his righteousness.
We are reminded of the strange reference in Matt 26:67b, 68, Mark 14:65b, Luke 22:64. Mark 14:65b contains the longest version: 'And they began to ... cover his face and to strike him and to say to him, Prophesy to us now, Christ; who is the one who has sported with you?' (accepting the longer reading of the Washington Codex and family 13, found also, with variants, in many other manuscripts). Note that another tradition about servants who abused Jesus has been combined, in various ways, with this judicial procedure (Matt 26:67a, Mark 14:65a, 65c, Luke 22:63, 65) , and that a separate abuse scene is also found in John 18:22-23. I have argued that Jesus was convicted of blasphemy because he was judged to have claimed to be the Messiah in so many words. I do not think that the charge was true, but we have good evidence in John 19:7 (and John 5:18) that the Jewish authorities, who decided that he was guilty of a capital crime, based their decision on the evidence that he made himself the Son of God, that is, that he claimed in words to be the Messiah.'
